






A Study of the Evolution of Global Information Networks:




The information network is essentially the system through which various information is exchanged 
between various agents. Therefore the characteristics of information network cannot be considered 
without analyzing the relation between agents. Although information technologies are important for 
the information network, they are just only one part of the system of networks. In this paper, we 
discuss the evolution of global information networks from the above-mentioned viewpoint. For this 
purpose, we review B to B information networks using information technologies and some studies of 
global management. We assume three evolutional phases of global information networks: 
' efficiency' , ' effectiveness'  and ' emergence' , and consider information characteristics corresponding 
to these phases. We also investigate the case of the business between Japan and China through 
interviews to some companies. Nowadays, it is likely that most of B to B information networks 
between Japan and China are in the efficiency phase, but are becoming into the effectiveness phase in 
some sectors of industries, such as software companies. In the near future, the B to B information 
networks between Japan and China will be in the effectiveness and emergence phase in most of 
industries. Then we consider that information characteristics of information networks will shift their 


















development of telecommunications infrastructure contributes only to the efficiency phase with 
instrumental information aspects, but not to the effectiveness and emergence phase with intrinsic 
information aspects. For the effectiveness and emergence phase with intrinsic information, we have to 
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